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Issue 25

 

BLASTOFF

Click here to use it

 

Are you in the LEGO Universe
Closed BETA Test?

Click here to take the poll

 

Imagination Explosion
By: QWERTYguy15

 

Pre-order LEGO® Universe!

LEGO Universe pre-ordering starts today! Pre-order now to get a
FREE limited edition LEGO Universe minifigure -- and an exclusive
in-game accessory! Discover more details here!

Send more minifigs to LEGO
Universe!

Build a towering base for the
mighty Nexus Force to complete
the newest leg of the Great Minifig
Mission! Your creations send more
minifigs to LEGO Universe, where
they'll join the battle to save
imagination!

Brickkeeper says, "Build pets!"

Imagine taming fun pets for your
LEGO Universe minifigure! Blastoff
for the Creation Lab to build a
creative sidekick for your
character!

Until next time...

Issue 26 will land in your inbox in no time! We'll pack it with
more fun features and new LEGO Universe VIP exclusives!
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